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a b s t r a c t

We present a unifying procedure for recognizing intersection graphs of Helly families of
paths in a tree and their clique graphs. The Helly property makes it possible to look at
these recognition problems as variants of the Graph Realization Problem, namely, the
problem of recognizing Edge-Path-Tree matrices. Our result heavily relies on the notion
of pie introduced in [M.C. Golumbic, R.E. Jamison, The edge intersection graphs of paths in
a tree, Journal of Combinatorial Theory, Series B 38 (1985) 8–22] and on the observation
that Helly Edge-Path-Tree matrices form a self-dual class of Helly matrices. Coupled to the
notion of reduction presented in the paper, these facts are also exploited to reprove and
slightly refine some known results for Edge-Path-Tree graphs.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

An Edge Path Tree (EPT for short) matrix is a matrix whose columns are incidence vectors of edge-sets of paths in a tree.
EPT matrices were characterized by Fournier in [13] as those 0, 1-matrices which generate graphic matroids. By defining
two 0, 1-matrices A and B to be isomorphic whenever A = QBP for permutation matrices Q and P of appropriate order, one
has that the set of EPT matrices of finite size is closed under isomorphism. Such a set will be referred to as the EPT class. Let
A be a 0, 1-matrix and denote by A∗ its transpose. The class EPT∗

= (A∗
| A ∈ EPT) is referred to as the dual EPT class and

their members as dual EPT matrices. In general if A is a class of matrices closed under isomorphism, the dual class of A is
denoted by A∗ and it is formed by the transposes of the members of A. Fournier’s characterization immediately implies that
classes EPT and EPT∗ are closed under the taking of submatrices because these operations amount to takeminors of graphic
and co-graphic matroids and such classes of matroids are minor closed. This paper however is not concerned with Matroid
Theory. The recognition problem for EPT matrices, that is the problem of checking the membership of 0, 1-matrices in the
EPT class, is the basic and well known Graph Realization Problem [5,6,14] (see also Chapter 20 in [29]). Any algorithm for
the Graph Realization Problem takes as the input amatrix A ∈ {0, 1}M×N (or any other appropriate data structure conveying
the same information) and outputs the answer NO if the input is not an EPT matrix; otherwise it outputs the answer YES
along with a tree T such that E(T ) = M and {i ∈ M | ai,j = 1} is the edge-set of a path in T , for j ∈ N . Such a tree is referred
to as an underlying tree for A or as a tree realization for A. It needs not to be unique: the same EPT matrix might be underlain
by several non-isomorphic trees.

A family of subsets of a given ground set is Helly (or has the Helly Property) if pairwise intersecting members have
nonempty intersection [3,4]. A matrix A = (ai,j) ∈ {0, 1}M×N ,M and N being finite, is Helly (or has the Helly Property) if
so is the family ({i ∈ M | ai,j = 1} | j ∈ N). Matrices whose transpose is Helly are called dual Helly or Conformal. A
matrix A is strong Helly (or has the strong Helly Property) if every of its submatrices is Helly [22,28]. Strong Helly matrices
are characterized by the following result due to Ryser [28] (see also [22,25,9] for more results).
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Theorem 1 (Ryser [28]). A 0, 1-matrix A is strong Helly if and only if it does not contain any triangle matrix as a submatrix, a
triangle matrix being the vertex-edge incidence matrix of a triangle.

Being Helly or strong Helly is a property preserved by isomorphism of 0, 1-matrices and we denote by H, SH the classes of
Helly and strong Helly matrices, respectively. ClassH∗ is the class of conformal matrices while, by Theorem 1, it follows that
SH is self-dual, i.e., SH = SH∗. The intersection graph (also called line graph [4,11] and representative graph [3]) of A is the
graph L(A) with vertex set N in which two vertices j, j′ ∈ N are adjacent if ai,j = ai,j′ , for some i ∈ M .

The main aim of this paper is to provide an unifying procedure for recognizing intersection graphs of certain subclasses
(EPT∪EPT∗)∩H and to showhow these problems are all variants of the Graph Realization Problem. The following subclasses
and their dual classes are those we are interested in:

DEPT is the class of Directed-Edge-Path-Tree (DEPT) matrices defined as those EPT matrices whose columns are incidence
vectors of arc-sets of paths in a directed tree (referred to as the underlying directed tree);

REPT is the class of Rooted Directed-Edge-Path-Tree (REPT) matrices defined as those DEPT matrices whose underlying
directed tree can be chosen to be an arborescence (the underlying arborescence). The recognition problem for REPT
matrices is the so-called Arborescence Realization Problem [31].

DVPT is the class of Directed-Vertex-Path-Tree (DVPT) matrices defined as those matrices whose columns are incidence
vectors of vertex-sets of paths in a directed tree (referred to as the underlying directed tree);

RVPT is the class of Rooted Directed-Vertex-Path-Tree (RVPT) matrices defined as those DVPT matrices whose underlying
directed tree can be chosen to be an arborescence (the underlying arborescence).

It is immediate that RVPT = REPT. Moreover, Monma and Wey [24] proved that DVPT ⊆ DEPT and that DEPT ⊆ H.
Gutierrez and Meidainis proved in [20] that DEPT∗

⊆ H. Hence, we have the following containments

RVPT = REPT ⊆ DVPT ⊆ DEPT ⊆ EPT ∩ H (1)

and, dually,

RVPT∗
= REPT∗

⊆ DVPT∗
⊆ DEPT∗

⊆ EPT∗
∩ H (2)

therefore all of these classes are subclasses of (EPT∪ EPT∗) ∩H. We refer to the classes in (1) as primal classes and to those
in (2) as dual classes. It is known (see e.g., [24]) and easy to see that primal and dual classes are closed under the following
operations: adding a unit column, i.e., a 0, 1-column with exactly one nonzero component, adding a unit row, i.e., a 0, 1-row
with exactly one nonzero component—in the context of binary matroids the latter two operations are the so-called series—
and parallel-extensions [33]. With a class A we associate the graph class (L(A) | A ∈ A) and we denote it by L(A). Class L(A)
is a primal-path class or a dual-path if A is a primal or a dual class, respectively. A path class is either a primal- or a dual-path
class. Moreover, if G = L(A) is a path class, we denote by G∗ the class L(A∗) and we call it the dual of G.

A general scheme for recognizing primal-path classes was given by Monma and Wey in [24]. Similarly, Gutierrez and
Meidanis [21], building on previous work of Prisner and Szwartchifer [26], described a general scheme for recognizing dual-
path classes by reducing the problem to the recognition problem for primal-path classes. Our scheme is different from both
and aims to recognize path classes. What makes this possible is a new simple characterization of the various subclasses of
(EPT∪ EPT∗) ∩H (Theorem 2 in Section 3) coupled to the following property of EPT matrices and their dual observed in [2]
for the more general class of regular matrices (see Section 2 for more details):

EPT ∩ H = EPT ∩ SH and, consequently, A ∈ EPT ∩ H ⇔ A∗
∈ EPT∗

∩ H.

That is, the Hellyness of EPT matrices is strong Hellyness and thus a self-dual property. The latter remark has two important
algorithmic consequences immediately prompted by Proposition 1 which restates a very basic classical result due to Berge
(Proposition 1 in [4], see also [3,11]). Let a and b be columns (rows) of a 0, 1-matrix A. We say that a is dominated by b if either
a = b or a ≠ b and a ≤ b (componentwise). Denote by A↑ the matrix obtained from A by deleting dominated columns.
Thus A∗↑∗ is the submatrix of A obtained by deleting dominated rows. It is known and easy to see that any path class is
closed under deleting dominated rows. In particular, all path classes but DVPT and DVPT∗ are closed under the taking of
submatrices. For a graph G, let K(G) be the matrix whose columns are incidence vectors of the maximal cliques of G; it is
very well known and easy to prove that K∗(G) is Helly and that L(K∗(G)) is isomorphic to G [3,4,11].

Proposition 1. A is Helly ⇔ K(L(A)) = A∗↑. Equivalently, A is Helly ⇔ K∗(L(A)) = A∗↑∗.

Consequences of the strong Helly property. To discuss how the strong Helly property, via Proposition 1, helps recognition we
need two more notions. The clique-graph of G is the graph K(G) = L(K(G)) and K(G) = (K(G) | G ∈ G) is the class of
clique-graphs of class G. A graph is clique-Helly if K(G) is Helly. It is hereditary clique-Helly if each induced subgraph of G is
clique-Helly. By Ryser’s theorem intersection graphs of strong Helly matrices are hereditary clique-Helly graphs. By a result
of Prisner [25], hereditary clique-Helly graphs have no more maximal cliques than edges. This fact along with Proposition 2
implies the first important computational consequence: K(G) is computable in polynomial time for any path class.

Proposition 2. Let L(A) be a path class of graphs; if A ≠ EPT, EPT∗ then (i) L(A∗) = K(L(A)); (ii) L(A) and K(L(A)) are
hereditary clique-Helly class of graphs.
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Proposition 2 is a straightforward consequence of Proposition 1 and of the fact that, possibly by adding unit vectors, one can
always find a matrix Ã ∈ A such that L(A∗) and L(Ã∗) are isomorphic and Ã∗

= Ã∗↑. Part (i) of Proposition 2 was already
observed by [21].
The second consequence implied by Proposition 1 is a standard ‘‘black box’’ algorithm for testing membership in a path
class: suppose we want to check whether G ∈ L(A), where A is any of the classes in (1) or (2); we have just to test whether
K∗(G) is in A. Indeed by Proposition 1, if G = L(A), for some A ∈ A, then K∗(G) = A∗↑∗ is in A, because path classes
are closed under the deletion of dominated rows. Moreover, this test asserts neither that G ∈ L(A) while K∗(G) ∉ A nor
G ∉ L(A) while K∗(G) ∈ A because G is isomorphic to L(K∗(G)). This black box is the standard way of exploiting Hellyness
in recognition problems and it leads to a polynomial time recognition algorithm provided that the following problems

(A) computing K(G)

(B) testing membership in each of the classes in (1) and (2)

are polynomial-time solvable problems. Problem (A) is polynomial-time solvable by Prisner’s result [25] after Proposition 2:
if G is connected and has m edges then G has at most m maximal cliques. Therefore, as in [26], to compute K(G) in
polynomial-time it suffices to run a polynomial-time delay algorithm that generates all maximal cliques [34,23]. More
refined bounds on the size of K(G) are described in Section 4. As far as Problem (B) is concerned we will see that it is a
polynomial-time solvable variant of the Graph Realization Problem (Lemma 2, Section 4). We point out here explicitly the
slightly less standard role of the strong Helly property enjoyed by the classes in (1) and (2). Supposewewant to test whether
or notK∗(G) is in a primal or in a dual class.We have to test whetherK∗(G) is in EPT∩H or in EPT∗

∩H. In the former case it
suffices to test whetherK∗(G) is in EPT becauseK∗(G) is always Helly. In the latter casewe equivalently test whetherK(G)
is in EPT ∩ H. But even in this case it suffices to test membership of K(G) in EPT, because if K(G) is an EPT matrix whose
dual K∗(G) is Helly, then, by the strong Helly property, it is Helly as well. This remark allows faster recognition of dual path
classes compared with existing algorithms [26,20,21] where the test on the Helly property of K(G) has to be performed.
Our algorithm. In light of this discussion, the general scheme we propose essentially solves Problem (B) (Section 4) and it
is inspired by the work of Swaminathan and Wagner who devised an algorithm [31] to solve the so-called Arborescence
Realization Problem, namely the recognition problem for REPT matrices. The latter authors use Bixby and Wagner’s
algorithm [6] for solving the Graph Realization Problem to ascertain whether a given family is an EPT family (Step 1) and in
the affirmative case they first look for an orientation of the underlying tree returned by the algorithm (Step 2), otherwise
they perform suitable modifications—called twisting in the spirit of Whitney’s 2-isomorphism theorem, see, e.g., [35]—to
get the required arborescence (Step 3). The latter two tasks are accomplished within the same time bound needed to run
Bixby and Wagner’s algorithm used as a subroutine. The ensuing time complexity is therefore O(α(r, b) · b) [6,31] where r
and b are, respectively, the number of rows and the number of nonzero entries in the inputmatrix, whileα(r, b) is a function
which grows very slowly and behaves essentially as a constant even for large values of b and r . Before ruling out the details
of the algorithm let us look at the relation of previous work with ours.
State of the art. In their seminal paper [18] Golumbic and Jamison introduced and studied Edge-Path-Tree (EPT) graphs,
defined as the intersection graphs of EPT matrices. An underlying tree of an EPT graph is any underlying tree of any EPT
matrix whose intersection graph is G. The authors obtained a number of results about the maximal cliques and the cycle
structure of such graphs. They also proved that the recognition problem for EPT graphs is NP-complete. In view of the
discussion above this negative result might be due to a lack of Hellyness of EPT matrices in general. A powerful tool in
their investigation was a strengthening of the Helly property coupled to a local-structure result (Theorem 2 in [18] and the
ensuing corollaries) characterizing the holes of EPT graphs in terms of certain configurations called pies described later. After
Golumbic and Jamison’s paper, EPT graphs have been a well established basic class of graphs. Monma andWey [24] pursued
further the study of intersection graphs of paths in a tree providing an unifying approach based on the structure and the
interactions of the cliques of such graphs. Their thorough investigation led to efficient algorithms to recognize path classes
as well as interesting and clarifying containment relations among Helly classes of paths in trees. More recently [26,20,21]
addressed the recognition problem for the clique graphs of intersection graphs of Helly families of paths in a tree. According
toMonma andWey’s terminology [24] one can define seven classes of graphs:RV = L(RVPT),DV = L(DVPT),UV = L(VPT),
RE = L(REPT),DE = L(DEPT), UHE = L(EPTH) and UE = L(EPT) (thus the class UE is the class of EPT graphs). Class VPT is
the class of Vertex-Path-Tree matrices, i.e., matrices whose columns are incidence vectors of vertex-sets of paths in a tree.
Such a class is not a subclass of EPT. Therefore the recognition of UV is not captured by our general approach although it fits
Monma and Wey’s general clique-based approach (see Section 3 for more details). The classes of dual intersection graphs
of paths in a tree are interestingly related to the ones described above via Proposition 2. According to [26,20,21] one can
define the following classes: RV∗

= L(RVPT∗), DV∗
= L(DVPT∗), UV∗

= L(VPT)∗, RE∗
= L(REPT∗), DE∗

= L(DEPT∗) and
UE∗

= L(EPT∗)UEH∗
= L(EPTH)∗. A recognition algorithm for class UV dates back to Renz [27] and also the recognition

problem for any of the primal path classes has already been shown polynomial solvable. The recognition problem for RV
andDV-graphs has been shown polynomially time solvable by Gavril in [15,16] and Dietz, Furst and Hopcroft (see [31]). The
work of [26,20,21] solves the problem for classesRE∗,DV∗ andDE∗; the problem forUEH∗ is solved by this paper. Notice that
the recognition problem for the class UE∗ is trivial as every graph is in UE∗: any graph G is the intersection graph of its stars
that can always be represented on the edges of a K1,n, n being the number of vertices of G. Also observe that triangle-free
graphs are trivially in UEH∗.
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Organization. The rest of this paper goes as follows. In the next section we give some preliminary results about Helly EPT
matrices and their ‘‘cycle-structure’’. These results are next exploited in Section 3 to give simple new characterizations
of Helly classes of EPT matrices and to reprove some known results about EPT graphs and their clique graphs. Finally, in
Section 4, we use the results of Section 3 to describe the recognition algorithm for path classes of graphs.

2. Terminology and preliminary results

Throughout the rest of the paper a binary matrix is a 0, 1-matrix. The support of a vector u ∈ {0, 1}M is the set
{i ∈ M | ui = 1}. Let A ∈ {0, 1}M×N and j ∈ N , the j-th column of A is denoted by Aj and for J ⊆ N, AJ is the submatrix of
A obtained by deleting the column whose index is not in J . Besides, we do not distinguish between matrix A and the finite
family A = (Aj)j∈N of subsets of the finite ground setM . This is accomplished by identifying column Aj of Awith its support
in M . Accordingly, we use the terms matrix and family, on the one hand, and column and member, on the other hand, as
synonyms, and we apply set theoretic operations to the columns of A. A matrix A ∈ {0, 1}M×N is a clutter if its columns are
inclusionwise incomparable. A matrix A ∈ {0, 1}M×N is connected if for any bipartition of M into sets X and Y , each column
of A intersects both sets. We do not distinguish isomorphic graphs and matrices and we write G = G′ and A = A′ whenever
G and G′ are isomorphic graphs and A and A′ are isomorphic binary matrices. Let C be a given binary matrix; we say that the
binary matrix A does not contain C as a submatrix if A does not contain any submatrix which is isomorphic to C . We also say
that A is C-free.

A matrix is totally unimodular if the absolute value of the determinant of each of its nonsingular submatrices is 1 (see
e.g., [30]). A binary matrix is regular if it can be turned into a totally unimodular matrix by multiplying some of its entries by
−1. EPTmatrices are regular because they are the unsigned patterns (i.e., reducedmodulo 2) of the verywell-known network
matrices (see e.g., [30, Vol. A, p. 213]): the network matrix generated by the directed graph D = (V , X) and the directed tree
T = (V , X ′), X ′

⊆ X is the matrix A ∈ {−1, 0, 1}X
′
×X defined as follows. For x′

∈ X ′ and x = (u, v) ∈ X let P be the
undirected path in T joining u and v. Define

ax′,x =

+1 if x′ occurs in the forward direction in P,
−1 if x′ occurs in the backward direction in P,
0 if x′ does not occur in P,

where the forward direction in P is the direction of x in the cycle obtained by adding x to P . Therefore EPT matrices can be
signed to become networks matrices and since the latter are totally unimodular it follows that EPT matrices and their dual
are regular. Notice that DEPTmatrices are 0, 1-networkmatrices. Our results strongly rely upon the notion of pie introduced
in [18] and its generalization to regular matrices. Let G = L(A) be an EPT graph for some EPTmatrix A ∈ {0, 1}M×N underlain
by a tree T = (U,M). A pie of size k in T on J ⊆ N, |J| = k, is a star subgraph of T with k edges v0v1, . . . , v0vk, such that,
for j = 1, . . . , k, each slice {v0vj, v0vj+1} is contained in a different member of (Aj

| j ∈ J) where addition over indices
is modulo k. A k-pie is a pie of size k. A pie is odd if its size is odd, otherwise it is even. The notion of pie does not depend
on the particular tree chosen to underlie an EPT matrix. In other words the property of admitting a pie is a property of the
matrix rather than its representation. An EPTmatrix A ∈ {0, 1}M×N is (k, resp., odd, resp.-) pie-free if no underlying tree of A
contains a (k, resp., odd, resp.-) pie on some subset of N . Using the notion of pie Golumbic and Jamison proved the following.

Proposition 3 (Theorem 2 in [18]). Let G be an EPT graph with underlying tree T . If G contains a chordless cycle C on k ≥ 4
vertices then T contains a pie on V (C).

The following is a (only seemingly stronger) restatement Proposition 3 in matrix terminology. A hole submatrix of a binary
matrix A is a submatrix A′ isomorphic to the vertex-edge incidence of a chordless cycle on k ≥ 3 vertices. Let A′ be a hole
submatrix of A ∈ {0, 1}M×N and let J ′ ⊆ N be the index set of the columns of A′. We say that A′ is minimal if AJ ′ contains no
hole matrix of smaller order.

Proposition 4. Let A ∈ {0, 1}M×N be an EPT matrix underlain by a tree T and let J ⊆ N be the index set of the columns of a
minimal hole submatrix of A of odd order. Then there is an odd-pie in T on J.

The next result characterizes odd-pie-free EPT matrices.

Proposition 5 ([1]). An EPT matrix is odd-pie-free if and only if it is a 0, 1-network matrix, that is, if and only if it is a DEPT
matrix.

In [2] it has been shown that the following notion of pie for binary matrices is equivalent to the one given by Golumbic
and Jamison when specialized to EPT matrices. Let A ∈ {0, 1}M×N . A pie on J in A is a submatrix of the form AJ for some
J ⊆ N, |J| = k ≥ 3, such that

(a) for some permutation (j1, . . . , jk) of J one has Ajl ∩Ajl+1 ≠ ∅ and Ajh ∩Ajl = ∅ if |l−h| ∉ {1, k−1} (addition over indices
is modulo k);

(b) if k = 3 then ∩j∈J Aj
= ∅.
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Size and parity of a pie are defined as above. Since within the class of EPT graphs the two notions of pie are equivalent
we can use the term pie for both. The above definition allows extensions of Proposition 4 to proper superclasses of EPT
matrices, in particular to the class of regular matrices. Moreover, for the classes of regular matrices it has been proved that
the Helly property and the strong Helly property are equivalent properties—that is, Helly regular matrices form a self-dual
class of Helly matrices—and both are equivalent to the property of being 3-pie free [2]. Therefore the following two results
are straightforward consequences of the fact that EPT ∪ EPT∗

⊆ R,R being the class of regular matrices [2].

Proposition 6. Let A ∈ EPT∪EPT∗ be a binary matrix and let J ⊆ N be the index set of the columns of a minimal hole submatrix
of A of odd order. Then AJ is an odd-pie on J.

Proposition 7. Let A be an EPT matrix. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) A is Helly; (2) A does not contain 3-pies; (3) A is strong Helly; (4) A∗ is Helly.

After Proposition 7 we see that (EPT ∩ H)∗ = EPT∗
∩ H. Therefore we write EPTH for EPT ∩ H and EPTH∗ is EPT ∩ H.

Moreover, EPTH, EPTH∗
⊆ SH which is stronger than EPTH ⊆ H [24] and than EPTH∗

⊆ H [20]. One more consequence of
Proposition 6 is concerned with the integrality of the fractional packing polyhedron associated with a regular A ∈ {0, 1}M×N -
matrix, namely, polyhedron P(A) = {x ∈ RN

+
| Ax ≤ 1}. Recall that a matrix A ∈ {0, 1}M×N is normal if its fractional packing

polyhedron P(A) is integral, i.e., has integral vertices only (see e.g., [4,30]). A binary matrix is balanced if A does not contain
any odd hole submatrix. A binary matrix is totally balanced if A does not contain any hole matrix. Let N, B, TB and U denote
the classes of perfect, balanced, totally balanced and totally unimodular binary matrices, respectively. It is well known (see
e.g., [30]) that U ⊆ B ⊆ N and that TB ⊆ B ⊆ N. In general all inclusions are strict; moreover, TB and U are in general
inclusionwise incomparable classes. However for regular matrices one has [2]:

Proposition 8. Within the class of regular matrices the following chain of inclusions holds:

N = B = U ⊆ TB. (3)

3. Containments among classes of Helly families of paths in a tree

The purpose of this section is to prove a simple new characterization of primal subclasses of class EPT (Theorem 2). On
the one hand, such a result is the original ingredient in the recognition algorithm described in the next section, and, on the
other hand, it allows direct short proofs for Helly families of paths in a tree [24,26,20,21]. For an EPT matrix A ∈ {0, 1}M×N

with underlying tree T = (U,M) let

Γ (A, T ) := {{s, t} | s and t are adjacent edges of T and {s, t} ⊆ Aj for some j ∈ N}.

Observe that Γ (A, T ) is still an EPT matrix underlain by T , which we call the reduction of A with respect to T : Γ (A, T ) is
simply the matrix whose columns are incidence vectors of the arc-sets of the paths of length two which are subpaths of the
paths spanned by the columns of A in T . Clearly, Γ (A, T ) = ∅ if and only if A is either empty or it consists of singletons. Pair
(M, Γ (A, T )) is a simple graph denoted by L(A, T ). Remark that if A does not contain zero rows (i.e., M = ∪j∈N Aj) as it can
be assumed without loss of generality, then L(A, T ) is a spanning subgraph of L(A∗). If, in addition, A is connected, as can be
assumed as well without affecting generality, then L(A, T ) is a spanning connected subgraph of L(A∗). The importance of the
notion of reduction is clarified by the following easy fact.

Proposition 9. Let A be an EPT matrix underlain by a tree T . Then A contains an odd k-pie if and only if L(A, T ) contains an odd
chordless cycle of size not larger than k.

Proof. Observe in the first place that A contains a pie of size k if and only if so does Γ (A, T ): the set of the slices of a
pie in Γ (A, T ) is the edge set of a circuit in L(A, T ). Therefore if A contains a k-pie then L(A, T ) contains an odd circuit
of size k and hence a chordless odd circuit of size not larger than k. Conversely, let L(A, T ) contain a chordless circuit
C = ({s1, . . . , st}, {s1s2, . . . , st−1st , s1st}). Possibly after permuting rows and columns, Γ (A, T ) contains a submatrix of
the form


Ck
0


, where Ck is the vertex-edge incidence matrix of C and 0 is the matrix, all of whose entries are equal to zero.

Clearly Ck is minimal and therefore Γ (A, T ) contains a pie of size t by Proposition 3. Consequently, A contains a pie of the
same order. �

As a consequencewe obtain Theorem 2which is the counterpart of the ‘‘Atom Theorem’’ in [24]. Its easy proof requires some
more notions. Recall that an orientation of a simple graph H is a mapping ϕ : E(H) → V (H) × V (H) which assigns to each
edge uv ofH exactly one among (u, v) and (v, u). By Proposition 5, A is an EPTmatrix which is also a DEPTmatrix if and only
if A is a 0, 1-network matrix. Hence there exists an orientation ϕ of the underlying tree T of A such that for each j ∈ N, ϕAj

is the arc set of a directed path in ϕT . The orientation ϕ induces an orientation λϕ of L(A, T ) as follows: λϕst = (s, t) if and
only if the head of ϕs enters the tail of ϕt . More suggestively we write λϕL(A, T ) = L(A, ϕT ) and we mean that there is an
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arc (s, t) in λϕL(A, T ) if and only if st is an edge of L(A, T ) and ϕs and ϕt are consecutive on the directed path spanned by ϕAj

for some j ∈ N . The next lemma is a ‘‘folklore’’ result largely employed in network flow theory to transform arc capacitated
problems into vertex capacitated ones and conversely. It describes a construction which is, in a sense, the inverse to the one
that produces L(A, T ). The reader is referred to [24] for a proof.

Lemma 1. Let F be a tree and λ be any orientation of F . There exists a tree T and an orientation ϕλ of T such that: (1) V (F) =

E(T ); (2) if U ⊆ V (F) induces a directed path in λF then ϕλU spans a directed path in ϕλT . Moreover, if λF is an arborescence
then so is ϕλT .

Theorem 2. Let A ∈ {0, 1}M×N be an EPT matrix. Then:

(i) A ∈ EPTH if and only if L(A, T ) is a triangle-free graph for each tree T that underlies A;
(ii) A ∈ DEPT if and only if L(A, T ) is 2-colorable for each tree T that underlies A;
(iii) A ∈ DVPT if and only if L(A, T ) is a tree for each tree T that underlies A;
(iv) A ∈ TB ∩ DEPT ⇒ A ∈ DVPT.
(v) A ∈ REPT ⇔ A ∈ RVPT.

Proof. Since EPT ∪ EPT∗
⊆ R, Propositions 4 and 7 apply to both A and A∗. After Proposition 9, Part (i) follows directly by

Proposition 7 while Part (ii) follows by Proposition 5 and the well known fact that a graph with no odd cycle is 2-colorable.
Let us prove (iii). Assume first that A is an EPT matrix which is also a DVPT matrix. We prove that there is an orientation σ
such that L(A, σT ) underlies A as a DVPT matrix. Since A ∈ DVPT, there exists a tree F and an orientation λ of F such that
each column of A induces a directed path in λF . Let σ be the orientation ϕλ defined in Lemma 1. By the lemma, there exists
a tree T such that for each j ∈ N, σAj spans a directed path in σT . Now let (s, t) be an arc of L(A, σT ). For some j ∈ N, s and
t are consecutive arcs on the path spanned in σT by σAj. Therefore, s and t are consecutive vertices on the path induced by
λAj in λF . It follows that (s, t) is an arc of λF . We conclude that L(A, σT ) is a connected subgraph of ϕF and, hence, a tree.
Moreover, as by construction, F and L(A, σT ) have the same vertex-set, it follows that λF = L(A, σT ). This establishes the if
part. The converse is proved essentially in the sameway: if L(A, T ) is a tree then, by Proposition 9, A does not contain any pie.
Hence A ∈ DEPT by Proposition 5. Thus there exists an orientation ϕ of T such that ϕAj spans a directed path in ϕT for each
j ∈ N . If Aj spans a path in T then Aj induces a path in L(A, T ). Therefore, L(A, ϕT ) is a directed tree underlying A as a DVPT
matrix. Statement (iv) is a straightforward consequence of (ii) and (iii) and the fact that totally balanced families cannot
contain pies. Finally let us prove (v). If A ∈ REPT then ϕT is an arborescence for some orientation ϕ of T . Consequently, by
the same arguments used above, L(A, ϕT ) is an arborescence underlying A as an RVPT family. The converse follows directly
by Lemma 1. �

As a consequence of the lemma we have the following sharpening of (1):

RVPT = REPT ⊆ EPT ∩ TB ⊆ DVPT ⊆ DEPT ⊆ EPTH. (4)

We also explicitly observe an interesting property of EPT conformal clutters. Let A ∈ {0, 1}M×N be an EPT clutter (with
underlying tree T ) and let Ar = {j ∈ N | r ∈ Aj

}. For each j ∈ N one has ∩(Ar | r ∈ Aj) = As ∩ At , s, t being the end-edges
of the path P j spanned in T by Aj. If A is also conformal then K(L(A∗)) = A (by Proposition 1). Hence each maximal clique
of L(A∗) corresponds to the collection {Ar | r ∈ Aj

} for some j ∈ N . Thus if s and t are the end-edges of P j then they belong
to the maximal clique corresponding to P j. Moreover, S(p, q) := ∩{Ar

| r ∈ Ap ∩ Aq} is a subpath of P j for any other pair
of edges p, q ∈ Aj of P j. Therefore s and t maximize |S(·, ·)| over the pairs in Aj. We adopt the terminology of [26] for dual
DVPT families and we call st a maximal edge of L(A∗) with respect to T . In view of the above discussion, one gets (compare
with Lemma 1 in [26]):

Corollary 1. If A is an EPT conformal clutter underlain by a tree T , then there exists a one-to-one correspondence between
maximal cliques of L(A∗) and maximal edges of L(A∗) with respect to T .

Corollary 2.

(a) RV = RE ⊆ DV ⊆ DE ⊆ UEH ⊆ UE [24].
(b) RV∗

= RE∗
⊆ DV∗

⊆ DE∗
⊆ UEH∗

⊆ UE∗ [21].

Moreover, all inclusions are strict.

Proof. It suffices to prove that all of the inclusions are strict. For those in (a) see the examples in [24]. The fact thatRV∗
≠ DV∗

is proved in [26]. It remains to show that DV∗
≠ DE∗

≠ UEH∗. For n ≥ 4 let Cn denote the chordless cycle on n vertices.
One has K(Cn) = Cn and Cn ∈ UEH ∩ UEH∗. Moreover, Cn ∈ DE ∩ DE∗ if and only if n is even and Cn ∉ DV because graphs
in DV are chordal (see below the discussion right before Corollary 3). Thus, for n odd, Cn ∈ UEH∗

\ DE∗, and, for n even,
Cn ∈ DE∗

\ DV∗. �
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Remark 1. Actually the definition of RV∗ and DV∗ given in [26] is slightly different from the one given here. The authors
define a connected graph G to be in DV∗(RV∗) if G admits a directed spanning tree (arborescence) T such that for each
uv ∈ E(G), T contains a directed path between u and v whose vertices form a clique in G. To see that the two definitions
are equivalent observe that if G ∈ L(DVPT∗) then G = L(A∗) for some DVPT clutter Awith underlying tree F and underlying
orientation λ. By the proof of Part (iii) of Theorem 2 λF = L(A, ϕλT )where T underlies as A as a DEPT family. Hence L(A, ϕλT )
is a spanning directed tree of G. Now Corollary 1 applies, A being conformal. Therefore, for each edge uv ∈ E(G) the directed
path P joining u and v in L(A, ϕλT ) is contained in a path P ′ joining two vertices u′ and v′ such that u′v′ is maximal edge in
G w.r.t. T . Consequently the vertex set of P ′ and hence of P induces a clique in G. As required. Conversely, let G be in DV∗

and λF be a directed spanning tree of G, according to the definition of [26]. Each clique of G corresponds to the node set
of a directed path in T because of the transitivity of the relation: being connected by a directed path. Hence K(G) is a DVPT
conformal clutter. Thus K∗(G) ∈ DVPT∗ and G = L(K∗(G)), that is, G ∈ L(DVPT∗).

Remark 2. As a by product of Remark 1, Corollary 1 extends Lemma 1 of [26] from the class DV∗ to the class UEH∗ and
shows that graphs inUEH∗ have nomoremaximal cliques than edges. However, this fact also follows by Prisner’s result [25]
about the number of cliques of a hereditary clique-Helly graph (see Section 2).

By exploiting further Theorem2, a refinement of the chain of inclusions in Part (a) of Corollary 2 can be given. As a by product
such a refinement is a slight sharpening of Corollary 14 in [24] obtained there as a consequence of the so-called Separator
Theorem. Denote the classes of perfect, chordal and strongly chordal graphs as P, CH and SCH, respectively. A hypertree
is a family whose members are vertex sets of subtrees of a given tree. Let HT denote the class of hypertrees. By Chvatal’s
theorem, Gavril’s theorem and Faber’s theorem, it follows that P = L(N), CH = L(HT) and SCH = L(TB), respectively (see
e.g., [3,17]).

Corollary 3.

(A) DV = UEH ∩ CH.
(B) DE = UEH ∩ L(U) = UEH ∩ P.
(C) RDV = RDE ⊆ UEH ∩ SCH and the inclusion is strict [8].
(D) UE ∩ CH = UE ∩ UV.

Proof. Part (D) is due to Syslo [32] (see also [19,24] for an alternative proof). Part (C) is a direct consequence of the inclusion
REPT ⊆ EPT ∩ TB in (4). It remains to show that the inclusion is strict as it follows by considering the graph which we
describe next (see [8]). Let H be the 5-sun, namely the graph obtained from C10 by adding edges so that exactly one of the
two maximal stable sets becomes a clique; let G arise from H by deleting one degree 2 vertex. Then G is strongly chordal by
Farber’s characterization [12]. For such a graph K∗(G) is a DVPT matrix uniquely underlain by a K1,4 orientated so that two
edges enter the central vertex and two edges leave it. To prove Parts (A) and (B) it suffices to show that UEH∩CH ⊆ DV and
UEH ∩ P ⊆ DE as the reverse inclusions follow by Corollary 2 via the inclusion DVPT ⊆ HT and Proposition 8, respectively.
Let G ∈ UEH ∩ CH. Thus G = L(A) for some A ∈ EPTH with underlying tree T . Now A is pie-free: it has no 3-pies because
it is Helly and it has no larger pies because otherwise G would contain chordless cycles of length at least four contradicting
that G is chordal. Thus Part (A) follows from Part (iii) of Theorem 2. Analogously, let G ∈ UEH ∩ P. Thus G = L(A) for some
A ∈ EPTH with underlying tree T . Now A is odd pie-free: it has no 3-pies because it is Helly and it has no larger odd-pies
because by Proposition 5 A is totally unimodular and hence balanced. Thus Part (B) follows from Part (ii) of Theorem 2. �

Remark 3. Parts (A) and (B) in the above corollary imply DV∗
⊆ DE∗

⊆ L(U) as total unimodularity is a self-dual property.

Remark that we did not give a proof of Part (D) in the above corollary due to the lack of Hellyness. Such a result is indeed
not captured by our approach, that is to say, the results is a genuine ‘‘Intersection Graph Theory’’ result. This fact introduces
us to our final task, namely to show that the Helly property (via Theorem 2) makes ‘‘essentially’’ the recognition problem
for any class of path graph a special case of the Graph Realization Problem [6] as we are going to discuss.

4. Recognizing path classes of graphs

We now make transparent the black box algorithm described in Section 1. As we have seen this black box consists
essentially of two modules:

Maximal Cliques which receives as input a graphGwith n vertices andm edges and either computesK(G) or ascertains
that K(G) cannot be the clutter of maximal cliques of a path graph.

Main Routine which receives as input a binary matrix and either answers NO or assigns it to exactly one among
REPT,DVPT \ REPT,DEPT \ DVPT and EPT \ DEPT along with a (possibly directed) underlying tree.

Let us describe Maximal Cliques first. Let κ(G, n,m) be an upper bound on the number of maximal cliques of the
connected graph G in class Gwith n vertices andm edges. We have seen that by Prisner’s result [25], if G is in any path class
then κ(G, n,m) ≤ m. However the following tighter bounds apply.
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UB.1 if G is one of RV,RV∗,DV, κ(G, n,m) ≤ n, by chordality [17] (the strong chordality of RV∗ follows from (4) and the
fact that the class TB is self-dual).

UB.2 κ(UEH, n,m) ≤ ⌊(3n − 4)/2⌋ and the bound is attained over DE [24];
UB.3 κ(UEH∗, n,m) ≤ m, and the bound is attained by triangle-free graphs (which are trivially inUE∗) and there are graphs

in DV∗ attainingm = κ(DV∗, n,m) + 2


κ(DV∗, n,m): the graphs obtained by adding an universal vertex to a Kn,n.

By the work of Tsukiyama et al. [34] and Makino and Uno [23], there exists a polynomial time delay algorithm that, given G
and t ∈ N, generates t maximal cliques ofG in timeO(γ (m, n)t), where γ (m, n) is a polynomial in n andm and γ (m, n) ≤ n3.
It follows that Maximal Cliques either outputs NO or computesK(G). To exploit the refined bounds Maximal Cliques
is implemented as follows: first one checks if G is chordal. If G is chordal then K(G) is computed and both tasks require a
time quadratic in the order of G [17]. If G is not chordal then one applies an algorithm that generates one by one themaximal
cliques of G [34,23]. For the purpose of recognizing primal or dual Helly classes of graphs Maximal Cliques either stops
as soon as the κ(G, |V (G)|, |E(G)|) + 1-st maximal clique is generated and outputs NO or stops with the output K(G).
Consequently Maximal Cliques requires O(γ (n,m)κ(G, n,m)) time, where G is the class for which G is checked for
membership.

Let us describe now the main ingredient of our scheme, namely, module Main Routine. It is based on implementing
Theorem 2 as described in the next lemma. For a binarymatrix A ∈ {0, 1}M×N let b(A) denote the number of nonzero entries.
The bipartite representation of A is the bipartite graph B(A) with color classes M and N and where there is an edge joining
i ∈ M to j ∈ N if and only if ai,j = 1. The number of edges of B(A) is clearly b(A).

Lemma 2. The recognition problem for the classes EPTH,DEPT and DVPTwithin the class EPT can be solved in time O(b) where
b is the size of the bipartite representation of the input matrix.

Proof. Let A ∈ {0, 1}M×N be a connected EPT matrix. Camion’s signing algorithm (see e.g., [10]) takes as input a regular
matrix and returns a −1, 0, 1-matrix which is totally unimodular. The output is called a signing of the input matrix. Any
such signing is uniquely determined by the signs of the entries corresponding to the edge set of some spanning tree of
B(A) (which exists by the connectedness of A). Since A ∈ DEPT if and only if A is a 0, 1-network matrix, to check whether
A ∈ DEPT it suffices to verify that the output of Camion’s signing algorithm with input A (along with an arbitrary spanning
tree of B(A) with edges signed by +1) coincides with A (as EPT matrices are regular). Moreover, any signing in Camion’s
signing algorithm can be used to define an orientation ϕ of T such that for each j ∈ N, ϕAj is the arc-set of a directed path
in ϕT as described in [31] (see Remark 4 for an alternative procedure for finding ϕ). The overall time needed to accomplish
the procedure is O(b). Therefore the recognition problem for the class DEPT can be solved in O(b) time. Let us deal with the
recognition problem for the class DVPT. We first run the recognition algorithm for the class DEPT. If A is a YES instance then
the output is the directed tree ϕT where ϕ is such that (ϕAj

| j ∈ N) is a family of arc sets of directed paths in ϕT . Thus
to check whether A ∈ DVPT we only need to ascertain whether L(A, ϕT ) is a directed tree (by the characterizations given
in Theorem 2). Thus the overall time complexity of the algorithm is determined by the complexity of computing L(A, T )
and hence Γ (A, T ), the reduction of A. Observe that Γ (A, T ) = ∪j∈N Γ (Aj, P j) where P j is the reduction of the j-th column
of A (which is an EPT matrix) w.r.t. the path P j (which underlies Aj) spanned by Aj in T . Thus Γ (Aj, P j) is nothing but the
edge-set of the line graph of P j. By assuming that T and B(A) are given by linked lists of adjacency (this assumption is not
restrictive [31]), for each j ∈ N we can compute the adjacency list of the ϕP j in time linear in the size of Aj. With these data
we can compute Γ (Aj, P j) and λϕ (recall from the previous section that λϕL(A, T ) = L(A, ϕT )) within the same time bound.
Therefore by scanning shore N of B(A) one can compute and store in some stack both Γ (A, T ) and λϕ in time O(b). Of course
while scanning one has to stop and output NO as soon as the stack contains more that m − 1 elements. This proves that
given the underlying tree T and the orientation ϕ of T , we can compute L(A, T ) and λϕL(A, T ) in O(b) time. Finally, to check
whether or not A ∈ EPTH, it suffices to check whether or not L(A, T ) is triangle-free (by Theorem 2). And this can be done
in O(m)-time by Breadth-First-Search. �

Remark 4. Notice that if A ∈ EPTH then Γ (A, T ) ⊆ E(L(T )), where, L(T ) is the line graph of T . Let ET (v) denote the set
of edges of T incident to v ∈ V (T ). By the connectedness of A, ET (v) induces a connected graph Nv in L(A, T )—remark that
ET (v) induces a complete graph in L(T ). It is easy to see that

Each vertex of L(A, T ) is in at most two Nv ’s, each edge of L(A, T ) is in exactly one Nv for some v, and for distinct vertices
u, v,Nu and Nv intersect in at most one vertex (compare with Krausz’s theorem [7, pag. 110]).

This fact can be used to produce an orientation ϕ for the underlying tree of a DEPT matrix: pick some Nv; as it is 2-colorable
one can orient the edges from one color class towards the other color class; let

−→
Nv be the resulting directed bipartite

graph; such an orientation implies the orientations of the neighboring Nu’s and therefore an orientation of L(A, T ). Define
an orientation of T as follows: let X and Y be the color classes of

−→
Nv with arcs going from X to Y ; ET (v) is thus split into two

subsets X and Y ; orient the edges of X so that they enter v and those of Y so that they leave v.

By Lemma 2, Swaminathan andWagner’s algorithm can be adapted to recognize class EPT (by running as a subroutine Bixby
and Wagner’s algorithm for the Graph Realization Problem), class DEPT (by incorporating Camion’s signing algorithm with
the input signing defined in Lemma 2) and, finally, class REPT (which was the original task performed by Swaminathan
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and Wagner’s algorithm). Therefore, there exists an algorithm, referred to as Module_1, which takes as input a binary
matrix and either outputs NO or it assigns A to exactly one of classes EPT \ DEPT,DEPT \ REPT and REPT along with
the corresponding tree realization. Still by Lemma 2, it follows that given a binary matrix in DEPT \ REPT there exists an
algorithm referred to as Module_2 that either outputs NO or recognizes the input matrix as a DVPT matrix and outputs
the corresponding tree realization. Main Routine simply consists of these two modules which are run sequentially.
Consequently, Main Routine takes as input a binary matrix and either outputs NO or it assigns A to exactly one class
among EPT \ DEPT,DEPT \ DVPT, DVPT \ REPT and REPT along with the corresponding tree realization. We stress here
that we are neglecting the problem of recognizing whether the input matrix is Helly or conformal because, as we are going
to see, this problem is trivial for the purpose of checking membership of a graph G in path class (see Section 1). By Lemma 2,
the overall time complexity of Main Routine is O(α(|M|, b(A))b(A)) that is, in view of the behavior of α(·, ·), almost linear
in b(A).

We can describe completely the scheme for recognizing path classes of graphs. The scheme is given only for dual Helly
path classes; the one for primal path classes is obtained by replacing A by A∗ in Step 5 and UEH by UEH∗ in the other steps.
The algorithm either outputs NO or assigns the input graph to the smallest dual path class it belongs to along with its tree
realization, i.e., the underlying tree, directed tree, and arborescence.

Step 1. Given G run Maximal Cliques on G for the class UEH∗;
Step 2. If NO stop; G ∉ UEH∗; else set A := K(G);
Step 3. Run Main Routine on A;
Step 4. If A ∉ EPT output NO;
Step 5. If A ∈ EPT \ DEPT output UEH∗ and the tree realization; if A ∈ DEPT \ DVPT output DE∗ and the tree realization;

if A ∈ DVPT \ REPT output DV∗ and the tree realization; otherwise output RV∗ and the tree realization.

Theorem 3. The algorithm described above correctly solves the recognition problem for the classes: RV,DV,DE,UEH and the
classes of their clique graphs: RV∗,DV∗,DE∗ and UEH∗. In particular, on an input graph of order n and size m, it runs in time:

(a) O(n4) if G is one of DE,UEH;
(b) O(α(r, b) × b) + O(n2) if G is one of RV,RV∗DV;
(c) O(n3m) if it is one of DV∗,DE∗,UEH∗,

where b is the size of the bipartite representation of the clutter of maximal cliques of the input graph and r is the number of rows
of this clutter or the number of rows of its transpose.

Proof. We have already seen that Main Routine correctly recognizes EPT matrices and in the affirmative case it assigns
the input family to one among REPT,DVPT \ REPT,DEPT \ DVPT and EPT \ DEPT and returns the corresponding tree
realization. Moreover, as shown in Section 1, ifK(G) ∈ EPT thenK(G) ∈ EPTH. Therefore, if in step 5,K(G) ∈ EPT\DEPT
(K∗(G) ∈ EPT\DEPT, respectively) then the algorithm correctly assigns G toUEH∗ (toUEH, respectively). The complexities
stated in (a)–(c) are the sum of the complexities of Maximal Cliques and Main Routine after recalling bounds
UB.1–UB.3. and that γ (m, n) ≤ n3. �

The complexities given in Theorem 3 improve over the ones given in [24] for the primal classes but RV. For the latter class
the algorithm reduces to the one of [31] which therefore should be compared with the Dietz–Furst–Hopcroft algorithm (we
refer to [31] for such a comparison). The complexities also improve over the ones given [26] for the classes RV∗ andDV∗ and
in [20] for the classes DE∗. These improvements are based on two facts: a tree realization allows a faster construction of the
clique graph of the input graph (however we do not use this fact here); strong Hellyness makes it superfluous to check the
Hellyness of K(G) when G is checked for membership in a dual Helly class of graphs (K∗(G) is always Helly).

These two facts (along with the crucial notion of pie [18]) also explain why restricting ourselves to Helly classes of
path graphs makes the recognition problems polynomial-time solvable: one has to restrict to those EPT clutters that can
be realized with no 3-pies. For instance if G is the Hajos graph (the 3-sun) i.e., a triangle inscribed in a hexagon, then G is in
UE: G is the intersection graph of all paths of length 2 in the tree arising from the claw K1,3 by subdividing each edge by a
new vertex; this representation is essentially unique (up to series extensions); on the other hand K∗(G) is Helly but not in
EPT; indeed up to isomorphism K∗(G) can be identified with the matrix

[
03
I3

 F∗

7

]
=

0 0 0 1 1 1
1 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 1 0 1


and such a matrix is not even regular because it contains the dual Fano matrix F∗

7 which is not regular (see, e.g., [10,29]).
Thus the Hajos graph would be recognized as a NO instance for the class UEH because one cannot avoid 3-pies in any of its
tree realizations.
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